ORGANIZING SERVICES | RESIDENTIAL RELOCATION
Want to know the secret
to stress-free moving?
Let Eliminate Chaos
handle everything.

Amazed. Relaxed. Organized.
Nobody ever feels like that after moving, do they?
Well, Eliminate Chaos clients do — and many of them say they’ll never go through another move without us.

We believe moving
is more than simply
getting your stuff from
one place to another.
It’s about creating a
plan to meet the unique
challenges of your move.
Providing resources from
our trusted network
to execute that plan
and apply the finishing
touches, whether it’s
unpacking and organizing
or making sure your
priceless art is displayed
correctly. And perhaps
most important, it’s about
minimizing your anxiety
by giving you the precise
level of support you need,
from beginning to end.
All so you can feel right
at home in your new
space — as soon as you
get there, not weeks or
months later.

Your move. Our expertise.
Every move is different; we’ve worked in one-bedroom condos, and we’ve managed complicated
moves to large estates — and everything in between. That’s why we offer a diverse range of
services that can be combined to meet any conceivable need. Some clients pick and choose what
areas they want the most help with, while others have our experts handle everything, including:

Move plan creation. We will look at every detail and determine the best way to complete
your move. We can even recommend movers that we know and trust.
Project management. In addition to keeping the movers on schedule, we’ll manage other
concerns, such as ensuring access in high-rises or coordinating multiple-location deliveries.
And our vast experience allows us to find solutions to even the most challenging problems.
Vendor/resource management. Perhaps you have an interior designer or other contractors
working at your new home — for example, installing a wine cellar, custom cabinets, or wiring a
room for home theater. We can track their progress against your timelines, and keep you fully
informed, so there are no surprises when it’s time to move in.
Downsizing and de-cluttering. Why pay to move stuff you don’t need? We’ll help you
eliminate those items before you move, saving time and money.
Packing, unpacking and organizing. With most movers, “unpacking” means your stuff ends
up on the floor. Our approach leaves you with boxes unpacked and everything put away in an
organized fashion — for just $10-$15 more per hour than you’d pay your movers to unpack.
Even your furniture will be placed where you want it.
Ongoing maintenance. We want you to enjoy the benefits of organization in your new home
for years after your move, so we’ll provide instruction on continuing what we’ve started
together. Don’t be satisfied with an organized move — live an organized life!
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Not only is the expertise of the company incredible; the
customer service is something words cannot describe.
They took it one step further and made me feel like my
family and I were important as well. — KATY HANSES
Laura and her crew made unpacking our house as
“easy” as any move can possibly be; her team was
always willing and able to do whatever was necessary.
If I ever move again, it won’t be without a call to
Eliminate Chaos to make our new house a home in no
time at all. — MELODY ROBIDOUX
I appreciate the care used to find “special items”
that were left behind. — STANLEY ROBERTS

Who we are.
Founded in 2000 by award-winning entrepreneur, speaker,
author and Certified Professional Organizer (CPO®) Laura
Leist, Eliminate Chaos is the largest professional organizing
company in the state of Washington.
We work with individuals who want to become more
productive and organized.
Our clients include people from all walks of life: CEOs
of multibillion-dollar corporations, high-profile athletes,
solopreneurs, even paper-and-systems-fatigued offices. They
all have one thing in common — they see the value in getting
expert help to escape the disorganization that steals time and
energy from their lives.
Laura has been providing organizing expertise since her
childhood, when she made sure her visually impaired mother
could always find what she needed. Those acts of service and
love built a strong appreciation for form, function and order —
and a firm belief that anyone can get more out of life by getting
organized.
Today, every ORGANIZING SPECIALIST™ on Laura’s team
shares that belief, and clients rave about how we deliver on
our promise. We listen compassionately and build customized
solutions that work. Then we provide the tools to help
maintain those solutions.

One call can change your life.
Are you ready to experience the joy of a stress-free move?
It all starts with a free phone consultation.
We’ll work with you to create custom solutions that fit your
goals and your budget, whether you need our expertise only for
specific tasks, or you want Eliminate Chaos to be there until the
last box is unpacked.

Additional Services
Looking for help beyond residential relocation?
Please visit our website to learn about our other services:
• Residential and home office organizing
• Productivity consulting
• Microsoft Outlook and time management training

Your Investment
Each project is unique, and rates vary depending on the
ORGANIZING SPECIALIST™.

Books Authored by Laura
Eliminate Chaos: The 10-Step Process to Organize Your Home & Life
Eliminate the Chaos at Work: 25 Techniques to Increase Productivity
Increase Your Productivity Using Microsoft Outlook

At Eliminate Chaos, we recognize that organizing is about
more than simply putting things in their place — it’s about
creating thoughtful and efficient systems that deliver practical
benefits for years to come.
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